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UPDATE: WA Draft GHG Rules Adoptions to Continue
Within in a day of Washington Governor Christine Gregoire issuing an Executive Order
suspending state agencies' adoption or development of non-critical rules, the Washington
Department of Ecology has identified three proposed greenhouse gas regulations, among
others, that it considers critical and will proceed with adoption during the moratorium.
Ecology listed the following three draft rules as "critical:"
The greenhouse gas reporting rule applicable to stationary facilities in Washington that
emit at least 10,000 metric tons of greenhouse gases per year, or suppliers of liquid fuel
products equivalent to at least 10,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide annually (roughly 1.1
million gallons of gasoline);
Revisions to the general operating air permit requirements, including an exemption from
new source review requirements for facilities emitting less than 75,000 tons of
greenhouse gases per year; and
Updates to the operating permit regulations to include greenhouse gas emissions and
avoid approximately 1,000 Washington facilities that emit less than 100,000 metric tons
of greenhouse gases having to apply for permits after July 1, 2011.
For each of these draft rules, Ecology cites an exemption under Criteria 3(a) of a November 16,
2010 implementation memorandum, allowing agencies to proceed with adopting and
developing rules that are required by federal or state law or required to maintain federally
designated or authorized programs.
Consequently, it appears that the Executive Order moratorium on agency rule development and
adoption will not have any impact on the state's proposed greenhouse gas regulations. All three
rules are scheduled for adoption in December 2010.
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